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Abstract—We present INCA (short for INfrastructure for Content Analysis), a Python module for collecting, storing, processing, and analyzing a wide variety of media content, including but not limited to news, political debates, social media, forums, and customer reviews. Using Elasticsearch as a database backend and Celery for task management, it makes automated content analysis scalable. INCA’s main objective is to enable and promote an integrated workflow. INCA focuses on re-usability of data, processors, and analyses; making all steps of automated content analysis (ACA) accessible to social scientists, without requiring advanced programming skills. Here, we present the aim, implementation, and recommended workflow for INCA.
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I. INTRODUCTION

INCA aims to solve a major challenge in social science, and in particular communication science: the analysis of increasingly large, increasingly dynamic, media content corpora, which contain not only text, but also various other features (e.g., metadata, social signals, …). Gradually, the manual analysis of (physical) newspaper copies stored in archives is being replaced by automated approaches that differ in terms of (a) collection, (b) storage, and (c) analysis from the traditional approaches. Digital outlets often require continuous data collection using web scraping and API clients, database technologies, natural language processing as well as machine learning. In earlier work [1], we have outlined how an integrated framework for these tasks could look like; now, we present its implementation.

II. RELATED WORK

Several successful attempts have been made to develop a framework for the collection, annotation, and analysis of media content (e.g., [2], [3]). While the underlying techniques are very similar (see also [4]), INCA sets different priorities. Instead of developing an own GUI or WUI, or aiming at users who want to perform analyses in R using an API to interact with the system (e.g., as suggested by [2], [5]), we want to provide a framework for usage within a Python environment.

INCA can be run either locally or on a remote server, and it is particular designed to make extension by the user easy, who can easily add new scrapers, processors, or analysis functions as they see fit. In particular, we aimed at integrating the capability of conducting diverse forms of automated content analysis (ACA) as described in [6] within our framework.

III. INCA

INCA consists of the following components:
- scrapers and API clients;
- database management, importers, exporters;
- text processors (NLP, NER, POS-tagging);
- analysis (e.g., classification, topic modeling, time series).

INCA provides flexible (NoSQL based) data storage with rich text-search support through an underlying integration with an (optional) Elasticsearch database. This allows INCA to handle the wildly differing content across news articles, press releases, customer reviews, tweets, Youtube comments etc. without additional configuration. For horizontal scale-ability, all tasks can (also optionally) be run within the Celery framework implementation of a distributed task queue.

INCA provides a consistent way of accessing all functionality. As the following listing illustrates, just a couple of lines are necessary to scrape a news site, apply some preprocessing, and conduct an analysis.

```
from inca import Inca
myinca = Inca()
myinca.rssscrapers.nu()
myinca.processors.lower('nu', 'text')
myinca.analysis.VAR(\parameters污水\)
```

While INCA can be used locally, we suggest running it on a server, e.g. on a cloud computing platform. By using JupyterHub, users can access INCA with user-friendly Jupyter Notebooks. In addition, running Kibana on the same system can provide dashboards for visual exploration of the data and for monitoring ongoing data collections.

IV. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Not all functionality described in [6] is already available within INCA. Future work also includes the analysis of non-textual content (e.g., images) and improving interoperability with related frameworks, in particular AMCAT [2].
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